Connecting you to Industry
4.0 with a Private Mobile
Network

Actemium: connecting you to Industry 4.0 with
a Private Mobile Network
As robotics, automation, artificial intelligence and IoT technologies play an increasingly
critical role in manufacturing, the need for robust connectivity is more important than ever.
If you believe WiFi systems may hold your business back from the full possibilities of
Industry 4.0, our Private LTE Solution will help you.
Actemium, working in collaboration with Axians and powered by Nokia offers a
comprehensive, industrial-scale Private Mobile Network solution that will help you
to improve site flexibility, operational efficiency and the visibility of people and assets.
Delivered end-to-end, with carrier-grade technology, we understand your business
priorities and work environment to deliver a solution tailored to meet your needs.

Save time with rapid innovation
“With a Private Mobile Network, you have greater freedom to deploy,
add or move machinery, robots and other devices anywhere across the
site. Adaptive factory floors, with reduced reliance on cabling and wired
solutions, avoid the cost implications of downtime or long lead times.”

What are the benefits of a Private Mobile
Network versus Wi-Fi?
Low latency, high density, excellent security
Rapid reconfiguration of machines on your factory floor
Reliable HD video across rough environments
Unparalleled scale for machines, IoT sensors and devices
Increased ability to capture and share data in real time
Better tracking of people and assets over wide areas

What could you do with a Private Mobile Network?

Digital Twin
Simulate, train and optimise physical assets,
processes and systems within a virtual factory
Enhanced Maintenance
Support, train and advise staff remotely
by using augmented reality technologies
Smart Product
Embed IoT functionality into any kind of
product to go beyond factory footprint

Surveillance & Inspection
Security, campus management and technical
acceptance with drones operated on the edge
Asset Management & Analytics
Monitor machine conditions to derive
maintenance necessity and process optimisations
Indoor & Outdoor Positioning
Locate, track and manage items, people and
any kind of asset along the whole supply chain

Cloud Robotics
Move intelligence from the shop floor to the
cloud for easier machine communication

Connected Worker
Increase health and safety for workers through
real-time monitoring and “smart garments”

Enterprise Dashboard
Data visualisation, correlation, monitoring
and alerting based on gathered data
Energy Management
Optimise energy consumption based on
occupancy and actual energy usage
Private Campus Network
Secure, low-latency and private network
infrastructure for Industrial IoT use cases

In-Car Delivery
Overnight delivery directly into the car or truck to
enable digital inventory and smart delivery
Industrial Video Analytics
Quality management, security and safety and automated
lifecycle management in production
Factory in a Box
Optimise production and ensure business continuity
through modular factory containers

End-to-end managed service

End-to-end approach for PRIVATE LTE NETWORKS

Actemium brings deep knowledge of the factory
environment, including HSE considerations, and
the tolerances and acceptable SLA levels within a
manufacturing environment.
Axians offers high levels of expertise in IT
connectivity, security and scalability. Our managed
service brings the active networking/IT that feeds
securely into the operation centre.
Nokia provides carrier grade technology to
ensure network coverage across the whole site.
As a single vendor, end-to-end, there are no
integration issues.

Use Cases & Business Scenarios

Our collaboration provides a comprehensive solution
including the planning, building and operating of a
Private Mobile Network.
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Did you know?
The UK has made it easier than many other countries for businesses
to invest in a Private Mobile Network. Rather than rely on telecoms
suppliers for LTE and 5G network, you can buy your own secure spectrum
frequencies from Ofcom.
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The Private Mobile Network is powered by Nokia’s Digital Automation Cloud and
provides an end-to-end platform for private wireless connectivity and automation.
The package comes with spectrum, edge computer, access points, applications and
user equipment – including additional camera, tablets, handsets etc.

Case studies
Oulu Factory Saved Millions of Euros with Private
Mobile Network

EDF wind farm: advanced telemetry across
extreme environment

Designed to showcase Industry 4.0 concepts for the
manufacturing of Nokia 4G and 5G base stations, the
“factory of the future” in Oulu leverages Nokia’s private
(4.9G/LTE) wireless networks for secure and reliable
connectivity for all assets within and outside the factory,
IoT analytics running on Edge cloud, and a real-time
digital twin of operations data.

EDF Energies Nouvelles and its contractor
General Electric required an advanced network
for mission critical push-to-talk but also
push-to-video, and remote access to essential
resources.

The factory, which produces 1,000 4G and 5G base
stations per day, generated significant annual
improvements, including more than 30% productivity
gains, 50% savings in time of product delivery to
market, and an annual cost savings of millions of euros.

Actemium,
a network
100% dedicated
to industry

We designed a Nokia private mobile network
covering the whole wind farm. Workers can
now communicate in all weather conditions
with a powerful 4G network which provides
voice, video and messaging throughout the
wind farm.
2.8 billion
euro revenue

FIND OUT MORE
Contact our lead consultant to discuss how we can deliver a solution that meets your particular needs

Unit 3 Elmdon Trading Estate,
Bickenhill Lane,
Marston Green,
Birmingham,
B37 7HE
Tel: +44 (0)121 250 6000
Email: datanetworks@actemium.co.uk

www.actemium.co.uk
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